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OVERVIEW
Multiple sclerosis is a chronic demyelinating disorder of the central nervous system of unknown etiology. It is 
most likely caused by a gradual, intermittent autoimmune destruction of myelin. The disorder is characterized 
by a relapsing-remitting course, but in a small proportion of patients, it is unremittingly progressive even from 
the onset. The disease typically presents between the ages of 20 and 40 years and is more common in women 
than men. Rates of multiple sclerosis vary geographically, being highest in Northern parts of Europe and the 
United States and in Canada. Multiple sclerosis affects an estimated 400,000 persons in the United States and is 
the most common cause of neurologic disability in young adulthood.

Therapies of multiple sclerosis can be divided into disease modifying agents and symptomatic therapies. The 
disease modifying agents are largely immunomodulatory drugs including interferon beta-1a (Avonex, 1994 and 
Rebif, 2003), interferon beta-1b (Betaseron and Extavia, 1993), peginterferon beta-1a (Plegridy, 2014), 
glatiramer acetate (Copaxone and Glatopa 1996), alemtuzumab (Lemtrada, 2001), natalizumab (Tysabri, 2004), 
mitoxantrone (generic, 2006), fingolimod (Gilenya, 2010), teriflunomide (Aubagio, 2012), three fumarates 
(dimethyl fumarate: Tecfidera, 2013; diroximel fumarate: Vumerity, 2019; and monomethyl fumarate: Bafiertam, 
2020), ocrelizumab (Ocrevus, 2017), daclizumab (Zinbryta, 2017; withdrawn 2018), cladribine (Mavenclad, 
2018), siponimod (Mayzent, 2019), ozanimod (Zeposia, 2020) and Ponesimod (Ponvory, 2021). Disease 
modifying agents that are used in resistant cases of multiple sclerosis some of which are not specifically approved 
for this use (off-label use) include methotrexate, cyclophosphamide, and intravenous immunoglobulins. The 
disease modifying agents are more effective in relapsing-remitting forms of disease than in the more severe and 
intractable progressive forms. Symptomatic therapies developed for multiple sclerosis include dalfampridine (4-
aminopyrine; Ampyra, 2010), a potassium channel blocker that improves mobility and walking speed in patients 
with relapsing-remitting forms of multiple sclerosis.

While transient, asymptomatic and mild-to-moderate serum aminotransferase elevations occur not 
uncommonly with most of the drugs used to treat multiple sclerosis, clinically apparent hepatotoxicity is rare. 
Nevertheless, several convincing instances of acute liver injury have been reported for the various forms of 
interferon beta, glatiramer acetate, dimethyl fumarate, alemtuzumab, daclizumab, and fingolimod. Importantly, 
clinically apparent liver injury was usually first attributed to these agents several years after their introduction, 
and initially they were not believed to be hepatotoxic. Thus, many of the more recently introduced agents 
(fingolimod, siponimod, ozanimod, ponesimod, teriflunomide, cladribine, and the fumarates) have not had wide 
enough general use to state that they do not cause clinically apparent liver injury, and all have been associated 
occasionally with marked but transient increases in serum aminotransferase levels.

The following agents are discussed individually in LiverTox.



DISEASE MODIFYING AGENTS

Generic Name
Brand Name

Type of Agent Approval for MS Indication
Type of MS

Route and
Regimen

Likelihood 
Score

Alemtuzumab
Campath

mAb to
CD-52

2001 RRMS,
SPMS

iv [3 or 5 days]
every 12 months

D

Cladribine
Mavenclad

Purine Antimetabolite 2017 RRMS,
SPMS

oral daily in two
4- to 5-day courses

E

Daclizumab
Zinbryta

mAb to
IL2 Receptor

2017
Withdrawn

RRMS sc once monthly C

Dimethyl Fumarate
Tecfidera

Nrf2
Activator

2013 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

oral twice daily C

Diroximel Fumarate
Vumerity*

Nrf2
Activator

2019 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

oral twice daily E*

Monomethyl Fumarate
Bafiertam*

Nrf2
Activator

2020 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

oral twice daily E*

Fingolimod
Gelenya

S1P Receptor Modulator 2010 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

oral once daily C

Glatiramer Acetate
Glatopa

Amino Acid Polymers 1996 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

sc daily or thrice 
weekly

B

Interferon beta-1a
Avonex, Rebif

Recombinant
Cytokine

1996 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

im weekly
sc thrice weekly

A

Interferon beta-1b
Betaseron, Extavia

Recombinant
Cytokine

1993 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

sc every other day A

Peginterferon beta-1a
Plegridy

Pegylated
Rec Cytokine

2014 RRMS,
SPMS, CIS

sc every 2 weeks A

Mitoxantrone
Generic

Cytotoxic Antibiotic 2006 RRMS,
SPMS

iv every 3 months D

Natalizumab
Tysabri

mAb to α4β1 integrin 2005 RRMS, CIS, SPMS iv every 4 weeks C

Ocrelizumab
Ocrevus

mAb to
CD-20

2017 RRMS, CIS, SPMS, 
PPMS

iv every 6 months D

Ozanimod
Zeposia

S1P Receptor Modulator 2020 RRMS, CIS, SPMS oral daily E*

Ponesimod
Ponvory

S1P Receptor Modulator 2021 RRMS, CIS, SPMS oral daily E*

Siponimod
Mayzent

S1P Receptor Modulator 2019 RRMS, CIS,
SPMS

oral daily E*

Teriflunomide
Aubagio

Pyrimidine Syn Inhibitor 2012 RRMS, CIS,
SPMS

oral daily D

SYMPTOMATIC THERAPY

Generic Name
Brand Name

Type of Agent Approval Indication Route and
Regimen

Likelihood 
Score

Dalfampridine
Ampyra

Pyrimidine Analogue 2010 RRMS oral twice daily E*
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Alemtuzumab/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Cladribine/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Daclizumab/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/DimethylFumarate/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/DimethylFumarate/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/DimethylFumarate/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Fingolimod/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/GlatiramerAcetate/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Interferon/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Interferon/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Interferon/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Mitoxantrone/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Natalizumab/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Ocrelizumab/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Ozanimod/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Ponesimod/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Siponimod/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Teriflunomide/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/livertox/Dalfampridine/


Abbreviations: CIS, clinically isolated syndrome; mAb, monoclonal antibody; MS, multiple sclerosis; PPMS, 
primary progressive multiple sclerosis; RRMS, relapsing, remitting multiple sclerosis; S1P, sphingosine-1-
phosphate; SPMS, active secondary progressive multiple sclerosis.

Administration Routes: im, intramuscular; iv, intravenous; sc, subcutaneous.

* Described in chapter on Dimethyl Fumarate.
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(Concise review of the mechanism of action, clinical efficacy, safety, and costs of siponimod, the second 
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serum ALT elevations and patients should have routine liver tests and have CYP 2C9 genotyping before 
starting).
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ofatumumab, rituximab and mitoxantrone] and the oral agents [such as the S1P receptor modulators, 
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